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OPINION AND ORDER

The respondents and the claimant appealed the

decision of the Administrative Law Judge filed September

16, 2015. The Administrative Law Judge found that the

claimant proved her entitlement to additional temporary

total disability benefits for those days she was unable

to work while taking prescribed narcotic medication, and

that the respondents controverted the claimant’s

entitlement to all unpaid temporary total disability

benefits. The Administrative Law Judge also found that

the claimant did not prove her entitlement to permanent

partial disability benefits in excess of her 6%
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impairment rating. After our de novo review of the

entire record, the Full Commission affirms the

Administrative Law Judge’s opinion in part and reverses

it in part. The claimant is indeed entitled to temporary

total disability benefits for the period in which she

could not work while taking narcotic medications, and

the respondent did controvert her entitlement to such

benefits. The claimant is also entitled to wage loss

disability benefits in the amount of 10% in addition to

her permanent anatomical impairment rating of 6%.

I. HISTORY

The claimant was forty-eight years old at the

time of the hearing. She was employed by the respondent

in August 2011, in the kitchen. She unloaded supplies

from trucks into a storeroom, washed dishes, cleaned the

kitchen, served, swept and wiped tables. On October 19,

2011, the claimant sustained a compensable injury, when

her right shoulder popped as she lifted a thirty-pound

box of cookies. 

The claimant saw Dr. Spurgin, on October 24,

2011. The diagnosis was a rotator cuff strain, for which

she was to perform exercises and to use Ibuprofen. This

was unsuccessful, and Dr. Spurgin recommended an

orthopedic evaluation due to his suspicion of a rotator

cuff tear. In November 2011, the claimant underwent an
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MRI, which showed tendinopathy of the rotator cuff and

biceps tendon, with partial articular-sided fraying of

the supraspinatus. She also had an evaluation by Dr.

Sidani, who stated that she had a partial undersurface

tear or tendinosis of the supraspinatus. Conservative

treatment, including physical therapy and injections,

was planned. Her restrictions were to do no lifting

above her shoulder or over ten pounds, and no mopping.

She returned to work at light duty, using her left arm

only.

This conservative approach was also

unsuccessful, and a diagnostic arthroscopy was performed

in December 2011. The post-operative diagnoses were

right partial undersurface rotator cuff tear,

supraspinatus tendon; right biceps tendon tear; and

impingement of the right shoulder. Dr. Sidani performed

right shoulder arthroscopy with arthroscopic subacromial

decompression and acromioplasty; open biceps tenodesis

and mini-open rotator cuff repair. The claimant had

post-surgical physical therapy. In January 2012, she was

returned to work, with no above the shoulder lifting and

no lifting over five pounds. In April 2012, she

continued to have pain and some impingement signs. Her

work restrictions were no lifting over twenty pounds and

no above shoulder lifting. After two days of work, her
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pain was severe. She was sent to physical therapy and

limited to one-armed work.

The claimant was returned to work full duty on

May 21, 2012, but she continued to report pain and

limitations. In June 2012, Dr. Sidani recommended an

MRI. Her symptoms continued, and in August 2012, Dr.

Sidani injected the claimant’s shoulder and obtained a

new MRI. The injection did not improve her condition.

The new MRI showed small joint effusion, osteophyte

formation along the underside of the acromioclavicular

joint that could cause impingement, tendinosis or a

partial tear at the distal rotator cuff, and post-

surgical change from the previous surgery. Dr. Sidani

performed an injection on July 16, 2012. In August 2012,

Dr. Sidani stated that the only option for treating her

continued pain was a second diagnostic arthroscopy. She

was restricted to no lifting more than 10 pounds and no

pushing, pulling or lifting above her right shoulder.

Two weeks later, she was restricted to no right arm work

at all.

Dr. Neaville, the claimant’s primary care

physician, took over the claimant’s prescription

management in October 2012, including Flexeril for

spasms. He noted that she had asked for a second opinion

by another orthopedic surgeon. The claimant received a
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change-of-physician order to Dr. Sites, who evaluated

her in August 2013. His diagnosis was impingement with

stiffness, acromioclavicular joint arthropathy, and a

possible incomplete healing rotator cuff or a small or

partial tear. He restricted her to one-armed duty. He

performed an examination and manipulation under

anesthesia in October 2013. In November 2013, Dr. Sites

stated that the claimant could not place food on a

cookie sheet or on a food tray, put napkins in holders,

or wipe tables. She was to continue therapy, and after a

month of limited work, she was to slowly increase her

duties. On March 18, 2014, he stated that she had

continued right shoulder pain and was at maximum medical

improvement. 

A functional capacity evaluation was performed

in April 2014. The claimant could work in the light

category of work, with occasional lifting of up to 20

pounds, frequent lifting of up to 10 pounds, and

constant nominal lifting. She was to perform all of her

tasks with her right elbow strictly at her side. She

could reach occasionally with her right arm, but never

overhead reach with her right arm. She was to do no

repetitive right shoulder movement. 

Dr. Sites reviewed the report, reciting the

FCE limitation to Light Category work and no right arm
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work above chest level. He assessed a 6% rating to the

body as a whole, with work restrictions. When Dr. Sites

released her, she returned to light duty work. Her

duties included sweeping and mopping, which caused pain

in her right shoulder.

Because of her continued symptoms, the

claimant was prescribed narcotic pain medication. The

claimant experienced pain while working light duty, for

which she used the prescribed medication. However, she

could not work while using the medication, due to the

respondents’ policy:

Any employee who must take prescription
medication at the direction of the employee’s
physician, and who is impaired by the
prescription medication such that he cannot
properly perform his duties shall not report
for duty. Any employee who reports for duty
and is so impaired, as determined by his
supervisor, will be sent home.

The claimant’s supervisor testified that the

claimant reported that the medication had made her

drowsy and that the claimant had the option to work or

not, but that if she worked, she could not use the

medication to control her pain. 

The respondent-employer stated that it would

accept the claimant’s restrictions, “with the

understanding that she can do all duties except lifting

over her head and lifting whole cases, or full 6 inch
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pans. Sweeping, mopping and doing dishes and trays are

not restricted.”

The claimant resigned from her position,

because “due to my work related injury I will be unable

to perform the duties required in the job description,”

on August 3, 2014. 

The parties stipulated to the jurisdiction of

the Commission, the employee/employer relationship, the

compensability of the claimant’s right shoulder injury

of October 19, 2011, the average weekly wage, that a

change-of-physician order designated Dr. Sites as the

treating physician, and that the respondents paid

temporary total disability benefits from December 22,

2011 to May 20, 2012, and permanent partial disability

benefits based upon the 6% permanent anatomical

impairment rating. 

The issues to be litigated were the claimant’s

entitlement to additional temporary total disability

benefits, wage loss benefits and attorney’s fees. The

claimant contended that she was entitled to temporary

total disability benefits for the time that she could

not work while using the medication prescribed for the

symptoms of her compensable injury and to wage-loss

disability benefits commensurate with her loss of

ability to earn a wage. The respondents contended that
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work was made available to the claimant which barred her

entitlement to the benefits she sought.

The Administrative Law Judge felt that there

was a conflict between the functional capacity

evaluation and Dr. Sites’ restrictions, because Dr.

Sites did not repeat the restriction of keeping her

elbow at her side. Thus, because she was offered a

position, which the Administrative Law Judge deemed

within her abilities and restrictions, he denied wage

loss benefits in excess of her permanent anatomical

impairment rating. He awarded temporary total disability

benefits for the days that she was unable to work due to

her use of her prescribed medications and an attorney’s

fee on those benefits. 

II. ADJUDICATION

A. Temporary Total Disability Benefits

Temporary total disability for unscheduled

injuries is that period within the healing period in

which a claimant suffers a total incapacity to earn

wages. Ark. State Highway & Transportation Dept. v.

Breshears, 272 Ark. 244, 613 S.W.2d 392 (1981).

The healing period ends when the underlying

condition causing the disability has become stable and

nothing further in the way of treatment will improve

that condition. Mad Butcher, Inc. v. Parker, 4 Ark. App.
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124, 628 S.W.2d 582 (1982). Dr. Sites released the

claimant on May 13, 2014 at maximum medical improvement,

with a permanent impairment rating. Thus, the evidence

is clear that the claimant reached the end of her

healing period on May 13, 2014. 

The claimant required prescribed medication

for the symptoms resulting from her compensable injury,

and the use of that medication presented a complete bar

to her return to work. Therefore, the claimant was

unable to earn wages as a result of the compensable

injury and the treatment of it, on the days in which she

took the prescribed medication. The Arkansas Workers’

Compensation Act does not require a claimant to refuse

prescribed treatment by a provider or to suffer through

untreated symptoms in order to receive temporary total

disability benefits. The claimant is entitled to

temporary total disability benefits for the periods of

time she was unable to work due to her need for and use

of prescribed medications.

The respondents did not pay temporary total

disability benefits for those periods in which the

claimant was unable to work due to her medications, and

the respondents argued before the Commission that the

claimant was not entitled to such benefits. The
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respondents have controverted the claimant’s claim to

these temporary total disability benefits.

B. Permanent Benefits

The Arkansas Workers’ Compensation Act

provides that when an injured worker’s disability

condition becomes stable and no further treatment will

improve that condition, the disability is deemed

permanent. A worker who sustains an injury to the body

as a whole may be entitled to wage-loss disability in

addition to his anatomical loss. Glass v. Edens, 233

Ark. 786, 346 S.W.2d 685 (1961). The wage-loss factor is

the extent to which a compensable injury has affected

the claimant’s ability to earn a livelihood. Emerson

Electric v. Gaston, 75 Ark. App. 232, 58 S.W.3d 848

(2001). In order to be entitled to any wage loss

disability in excess of permanent physical impairment,

the claimant must first prove by a preponderance of the

evidence that he sustained permanent physical impairment

as a result of the compensable injury. Wal-Mart Stores,

Inc. v. Connell, 340 Ark. 475, 10 S.W.3d 727 (2000);

Needham v. Harvest Foods, 64 Ark. App. 141, 987 S.W.2d

278 (1998). The Commission is charged with the duty of

determining disability. Cross v. Crawford County

Memorial Hospital, 54 Ark. App. 130, 923 S.W.2d 886

(1996). In determining the extent of permanent
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disability, the Commission may consider, in addition to

the evidence of permanent anatomical impairment,

claimant’s general health, age, education, work

experience, attitude, interest in rehabilitation, degree

of pain, and any other matters reasonably expected to

affect his future earning capacity. Ark. Code Ann. Sec.

11-9-522(b)(1); Glass, supra; Oller v. Champion Parts

Rebuilders, Inc., 5 Ark. App. 307, 635 S.W.2d 276

(1982); Arkansas Wood Products v. Atchley, 21 Ark. App.

138, 729 S.W.2d 428 (1987).

For an award of permanent benefits, the

compensable injury must be the major cause of the

disability or impairment. If the injury combines with a

pre-existing disease or condition, or the aging process,

to cause or prolong the disability, permanent benefits

are available only if the compensable injury is the

major cause of the permanent disability or need for

treatment. Ark. Code Ann. Sec. 11-9-102(4)(F)(ii). Major

cause is defined as more than fifty percent (50%) of the

cause.  Ark. Code Ann. Sec. 11-9-102(14).

The claimant underwent a functional capacity

evaluation to determine her abilities, and Dr. Sites

based his opinion regarding her permanent anatomical

impairment upon it. The Administrative Law Judge found

that the functional capacity evaluation and Dr. Sites’
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opinion conflicted. This is not an accurate assessment

of the records. 

The restrictions in the functional capacity

evaluation are more specific than Dr. Sites’ opinion,

which is reasonable, given that Dr. Sites relied upon

the evaluator to make the assessment. That assessment

was, specifically:

... the US Dept. of Labor’s “Light” category
(20 lbs. occasional, 10 lbs. frequent, nominal
lb. constant), but such tasks should be
performed with her RIGHT elbow STRICTLY at her
side. Right shoulder reaching should be
avoided. Also see “Recommendations” section of
this report.
...
Work Recommendations
... Recommended work level: Light (with Right
elbow at side)(Dept of Labor): 20 lb.
occasional (0-33% of time, 1-100 repetitions/8
hour shift); 10 lb. frequently (34-66% of
time, 100-500 repetitions/8 hour shift);
nominal  lb. constant (67-100% of time, 500+
repetitions/8 hour shift).
...
Non-Material Handling
Activities Limitation
Reaching Right: Occasional...
Reaching Overhead Right: No overhead

reaching...
Bilateral: limited to 10
lb.

Repetitive Movement Limitation
Shoulder No repetitive right

shoulder movement

Dr. Sites based his recommendations and

impairment rating upon the FCE, restating the light

category weight restrictions and the chest-level lifting

restriction. He was clear that he based his opinion upon
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the functional capacity evaluation. The claimant

testified that her restrictions were to do no work or

reaching over her head, to keep her right elbow at her

side, to do no repetitive right arm work, and to adhere

to the weight lifting limits. The Full Commission finds

that the claimant’s full restrictions include the

recommendations of the functional capacity evaluation,

and that Dr. Sites’ recommendations were a general

statement of the more specific limitations stated in the

evaluation.

The claimant was offered a job purporting to

be within those restrictions, which - if it was

reasonably obtainable - would bar her entitlement to

wage loss disability benefits. The job offer was:

We are accepting the working restrictions for
Danette with the understanding that she can do
all duties except lifting over her head and
lifting whole cases, or full six-inch pans.
Sweeping, mopping and doing dishes and trays
are not restricted.

The claimant resigned, stating that she could

not perform the duties listed in the job description she

received. The claimant credibly testified that she could

not raise her right elbow from the side without pain and

an increase in symptoms. The claimant testified that she

could not sweep, without an increase in her shoulder

pain, because of the repetitive pulling of the broom,
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and that mopping was worse, because the wet mop was

heavier. She explained that when she washed dishes,

putting pans in the water and pulling them up caused

pain in her shoulder. These problems were intensified,

because her employer’s policy forbid her to work under

the influence of the pain medications, prescribed by her

physician to manage her pain. 

There can be little doubt that sweeping and

mopping are repetitive work at the shoulder, with one

hand at or above chest height. Further, the claimant is

a five-feet four-inches tall woman, meaning that using a

mop would require her to lift a soaking wet mop out of a

bucket, which the respondents’ witness testified as

being three feet tall. This would require lifting at or

above the chest level with both hands, or for her to

stoop to lift at a lower level. The mop is certainly not

a nominal weight, and could be expected to weigh at

least ten pounds when wet. Washing dishes requires

lifting, pulling and pushing, at a variety of weights,

repetitively. Reaching is also required, as is

repetitive scrubbing. The job is clearly outside the FCE

restrictions. 

If one applies only what Dr. Sites recited in

his maximum medical improvement report, without taking

into account the functional capacity evaluation upon
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which it was based, the job is outside those

restrictions as well, in particular because the mopping

would require the claimant to lift more than 10 pounds

frequently, and because she would have to lift her

hands, holding the mop, above chest height to get it in

and out of the mop bucket. 

Furthermore, the offered job description

stated that the claimant was restricted from “lifting

over her head,” while the restrictions found in the

functional capacity evaluation were no overhead reaching

and only occasional reaching, and Dr. Sites stated no

lifting above chest level with the right arm. The job

description did not eliminate those activities from her

duties. Lifting over her head is different from lifting

above chest level as well as reaching overhead. The job

description did not respect the claimant’s restrictions

and instead supplanted them with their own version which

failed to take into account the limitations identified

by Dr. Sites and the functional capacity evaluation.

The record shows that the claimant could not

perform the job offered to her, based upon her own

testimony that those activities were outside her

abilities and that they caused pain which she was unable

to manage with the medication prescribed for her. The

restrictions laid out by Dr. Sites and the functional
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capacity evaluation prevent the claimant from doing this

job, and her experience with those activities bears out

the accuracy of the assessments upon which the

restrictions were based. 

The Full Commission finds that the claimant

was not offered a job that she could perform. Because

she has a permanent impairment rating for her shoulder

injury, and because she did not refuse to return to work

within her restrictions, she is entitled to wage loss

disability benefits is excess of her permanent

anatomical impairment rating. The Full Commission finds

that the claimant is entitled to 10% wage loss

disability benefits, due to her abilities and her

limitations, attempts to return to work, limited skill

set, and continued symptoms.

III. Conclusion

Based on our de novo review of the entire

record, the Full Commission finds that the claimant

proved her entitlement to additional temporary total

disability benefits for those days she was unable to

work while taking prescribed narcotic medication, and

that the respondents controverted the claimant’s

entitlement to all unpaid temporary total disability

benefits. The Full Commission also finds that the

claimant proved her entitlement to wage loss disability
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benefits in the amount of 10% in addition to her 6%

impairment rating, and that the respondents controverted

her entitlement to these benefits. The claimant’s

attorney is entitled to fees for legal services in

accordance with Ark. Code Ann. §11-9-715(a). For

prevailing on appeal to the Full Commission, the

claimant’s attorney is entitled to a fee of five hundred

dollars ($500), pursuant to Ark. Code Ann. §11-9-715(b).

IT IS SO ORDERED.

                        _______________________________
                        SCOTTY DALE DOUTHIT, Chairman

    _______________________________
    PHILIP A. HOOD, Commissioner 

Commissioner McKinney dissents.

DISSENTING OPINION

The majority has awarded the claimant

temporary total disability for those days that she could

not work while taking narcotic medications following her

return to work.  In addition, the majority has awarded

the claimant ten percent (10%) wage-loss above her

permanent physical impairment rating of six percent

(6%), whereas the administrative law judge found that
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the claimant was entitled to no wage loss.  I

respectfully dissent from both findings.

First I note that the majority makes several

assumptions concerning activities that the claimant

never performed, in that she failed to return to work

for the respondent-employer in the 2014-2015 school-

year.  For example, the majority states:

There can be little doubt that sweeping and
mopping are repetitive work at the shoulder,
with one hand at or above chest height.
Further, the claimant is a five-feet four-
inches tall woman, meaning that using a mop
would require her to lift a soaking wet mop
out of a bucket, which the respondents’
witness testified as being three feet tall.
This would require lifting at or above the
chest level with both hands, or for her to
stoop at a lower level. The mop is certainly
not a nominal weight, and could be expected to
weigh at least ten pounds when wet. Washing
dishes requires lifting, pulling and pushing,
at a variety of weights, repetitively.
Reaching is also required, as is repetitive
scrubbing. The job is clearly outside the
functional capacity evaluation restrictions.

While I note that there may be some truth in

these theoretical assumptions, I further note that the

record fails to confirm the accuracy of each of the

above statements.  For example, the record fails to

demonstrate that anyone ever weighed the wet mop that

the claimant would potentially use during the 2014-2015

school year.  Further, I note that Ms. Newberry credibly

testified that mops used in the cafeteria are not the
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larger mops used by the janitors and that the cafeteria

mops are wrung out in a bucket designed to squeeze water

from the mop before use.  Therefore, it is an erroneous

assumption to state that the claimant would be made to

lift a “soaking wet” mop out of a three foot tall

bucket, just as it is erroneous to assume that the

claimant would be required to repetitively push, pull,

and scrub while washing dishes.  In fact, Ms. Newberry

credibly testified that the claimant would be required

only to rinse dishes in the rinse and sanitation sinks

as part of her dishwashing duties.  Moreover, the record

is clear that any time the claimant asked for work

modifications while she was working light-duty, her

requests were accommodated. 

Furthermore, it is true that Dr. Sites

requested the claimant’s functional capacity evaluation,

and that prior to that evaluation he stated that it

would be used to “make a final determination in terms of

work restrictions.”  However, in his last report of

record dated after the claimant’s functional capacity

evaluation, Dr. Sites stated that he had reviewed the

functional capacity evaluation report which included the

evaluator’s recommendation of working with her right

elbow at her side, and discussed it at length with the

claimant.  It is notable that while Dr. Sites admittedly
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read the functional capacity evaluation report and

discussed its findings with the claimant, he failed to

mention the restriction of working with her elbow at her

right side as among the claimant’s work restrictions

specifically listed in his report.  Because Dr. Sites

read the functional capacity evaluation report and

assigned specific restrictions in his clinic report of

May 12, 2014, without including that the claimant be

restricted to working with her right elbow at her side,

I find it error to presume, as the majority has, that

“Dr. Sites’ recommendations were a general statement of

the more specific limitations” stated in the claimant’s

functional capacity evaluation report.  Furthermore, 

Dr. Sites failed to indicate that he was generally

adopting the restrictions noted in the claimant’s

functional capacity evaluation report, he specifically

listed other work restrictions in his final clinic

report, and there is no documented evidence that Dr.

Sites inadvertently left this restriction out of his May

13, 2014 report.  Therefore I find that the majority has

gone beyond the record in finding that working with her

right elbow at her side was a restriction that was

approved, sanctioned, or assigned by Dr. Sites.  As

between Dr. Sites’ and Kenneth Ness’, MHSA, OTR, CHT,

assessment of the claimant’s permanent restrictions, I
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assign more weight to the opinion of Dr. Sites in that

he was the claimant’s treating surgeon and was thus, in

my opinion, better qualified to assign permanent

restrictions in this claim.

Lastly, as to the claimant’s medications, the

record reflects that the claimant had initially been

prescribed oxycodone by Dr. Sidani, who eventually

stepped her down to hydrocodone, then Tramadol.  In

fact, on April 11, 2012, Dr. Sidani recommended that the

claimant take ibuprofen and Tramadol at night for her

pain.  The claimant was working light duty throughout

this period of time.  Dr. Sidani’s last clinic report of

his treatment of the claimant on August 6, 2012, makes

no mention of pain medications being prescribed to the

claimant.  On October 25, 2012, the claimant was seen by

her primary care physician, Dr. Neaville, who prescribed

her with Pamelor (used as primarily as an

antidepressant, for anxiety, and to treat nerve pain)

and a muscle relaxer.  The claimant testified that she

was not medically restricted from working while taking

Tramadol or these other medications prescribed by Dr.

Neaville; however, she stated that these medications,

particularly the Pamelor, made her drowsy.  I note that

the claimant complained to Dr. Neaville  that her

shoulder pain had been keeping her awake at night. 
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Therefore, he prescribed the claimant Pamelor to be

taken at night.  Notwithstanding that the respondent-

employer school district’s policy does not allow an

employee to work who is impaired by prescription drugs

and cannot properly perform their work duties, at no

time did the claimant’s treating physicians state she

could not work due to her medications.  Rather, the

claimant opined that she could not work on certain days

because her medication made her drowsy.  I note,

however, that the very drug the claimant claims made her

drowsy at work during the day is the same drug Dr.

Neaville prescribed the claimant to take only at night.  

Because I find no evidence in this claim,

other than the claimant’s self-serving complaints of

pain, that the claimant’s medications prevented her from

working or that she was restricted from working because

of her medications, I find that she has failed to prove

that she is entitled to temporary total disability

benefits for those days that she did not work because of

her subjective complaints of drowsiness resultant from

her medications.  Moreover, although the claimant stated

that she could not return to work for the respondent-

employer for the 2014-2015 school year because her

listed duties were beyond her restrictions, she

testified that she drives, mows, runs errands, and helps
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her husband (who works three jobs) care for the numerous

animals they have on their 70 acre farm.

The record clearly shows that the claimant was

offered suitable employment within her restrictions for

the 2014-2015 school year, which she refused on the

assumption that she could not perform the duties listed. 

However, the record further shows that the respondent-

employer had been willing to accommodate the claimant’s

work restrictions and any modifications she requested to

those restrictions, eventually even hiring a full-time

aide to assist the claimant with tasks she could not

perform.  

Because the respondent-employer had been

historically consistent in revising the claimant’s

duties in order to accommodate her complaints, the

claimant had been assigned work within her restrictions

for the 2014-2015 school year, and due to the fact that

the claimant failed to even attempt to work the 2014-

2015 school year, I find that the claimant is barred

from receiving benefits in excess of her permanent

physical impairment rating pursuant to Ark. Code Ann.

§11-9-522(b)(2).  As to her entitlement to temporary

total disability benefits for those days that the

claimant claims she was unable or prohibited from

working due to prescribed pain medications, I find that
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that may have made her drowsy during the time in

question was medication that she was only supposed to

take at night.  Furthermore, this medication had been

prescribed by the claimant’s treating physician, whereas

neither Dr. Sidani nor Dr. Sites released the claimant

from their care with prescriptions for pain medications.

Based upon the above and foregoing, I dissent

from the majority’s findings in this claim.

                 
                         _______________________________

KAREN H. McKINNEY, Commissioner 


